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Did you hear about the robot that got fired? A grocery store in Scotland was using a customized robot

called Pepper, to entertain shoppers and provide helpful information. Pepper was canned because he

apparently was also often confusing to customers and even seemed to make some customers

uncomfortable. Interestingly, this same robot is doing well in Japan and has been testing in some US

markets since 2016. This situation shows that new technology may be accepted in some areas while

not in others, which is worth remembering with digital banking features.

Going digital seems to be the motto in banking these days. Although most community banks don't

jump in with both feet when it comes to new technologies, Bain & Co research shows that you may

want to pay particular attention to your customer needs as you enhance or implement digital

solutions.

Unlike "self-serve" leaders in the Netherlands, Poland and Australia, most banks in the US are still

heavily reliant on people to perform basic banking functions. The study found 40% of US respondents

went to the branch at least once in the past quarter to make a deposit. This compares with 21% using

digital channels and 18% using ATMs. Clearly, the human element is still important to US bank

customers.

We still think personal relationships are an important part of community banking. At the same time,

some customers are demanding stronger interactions with digital technologies. That means

community banks must consider the best way to augment people offerings with digital ones.

The study offers some guidance that may help:

Be methodical with digital applications: If you have not already implemented a digital platform

for customers, you can still reach them effectively, if you provide digital services in the areas they

expect and want. According to Bain's research, most bank customers, regardless of age, prefer digital

channels for routine banking transactions (such as account inquiries and bill pay). By using

technology to improve those activities, and providing high value human interaction in other key areas

(such as disputes or more complicated sales), banks can provide a decent balance. Customers get

more of what they want, while banks get cost savings and data capture. Routine transactions serviced

by bank staff can cost 20x as much as using digital solutions.

Use digital to cross-sell: Bain's research finds 42% of bank customers who bought products from

competitors said they received an offer or saw an advertisement that prompted their defection. We

know community banks are reaching out to customers in every way possible, but this serves as a

reminder that frequency matters too. By layering in digital solutions, there are likely additional ways

to target and communicate with your customers as you ramp up frequency. The research found more

than 50% stated that they would have purchased the same product from their primary bank, if it had

made the offer first.
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Wait and see: Not every shiny new technology takes off. Online chat and videoconferencing use has

decreased over the past 2Ys despite many banks having those technologies available. On the other

hand, voice assistance technology seems to be picking up steam. Bain's research shows that 25% of

US respondents use Siri, Alexa or Google Assistant on their smartphones and 27% were open to using

this technology for banking in the future.

No matter how much or how fast you embrace technology, know that it changes over time so

monitoring adoption rates and how new innovations are used by customers can help you stay on

track with the right technologies for your customers.
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BANK NEWS

FDIC Nominee

The nominee for FDIC chair said in testimony that she would prioritize a reversal of community bank

consolidation trends, emphasize de novo activity, and reduce regulatory burden on smaller banks.

Prepaid Delayed

The CFPB has extended the effective date of its rule on prepaid products to April 1, 2019. The

extension was announced so the agency can finalize modifications to several aspects of the rule,

including with respect to error resolution and limitations on liability for prepaid accounts where the

financial institution has not successfully completed its consumer identification and verification

process; application of the rule's credit-related provisions to digital wallets that are capable of storing

funds; certain other clarifications and minor adjustments; and make technical corrections.

Economic Growth

Bank economists from the ABA Economic Advisory Committee project the unemployment rate will fall

to 3.8% by the end of this year as the Fed raises rates 3 times.

IT Staffing

PwC cybersecurity research finds 52% of executives surveyed say they have a chief information

security officer (CISO) on staff, 47% say they have dedicated security staff and 45% have a chief

information officer.

CECL SOLUTION - BUILT BY OUR BANK FOR YOUR BANK

CECL is one of the biggest challenges for community bankers these days. Our experts are ready to

guide you every step of the way through this integration with no software to maintain. Learn more

about our CECL Solution.
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